
DIVONNE [L-H] - 27 August 
Race 1 - PRIX DE SAINT-GALMIER -  2675m WALK-UP E66 HCP APP Monte. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. GADJO DU BELLAY - Held 23L seventh at Hyeres last month. Others preferred.  

2. HOUZO VICI - Below par 16L sixth at Enghien 12 days ago. Others make more appeal.  

3. GRIMM - Sixth when beaten 4.25L at this track three days ago. Not certain to appreciate the switch 

to a driven contest.  

4. FAST LOULOU - Held 11L sixth in a driven race here earlier this month. Failed to score in 31 previous 

mounted race starts.  

5. GIRONDIN - Good 2.5L second in a driven race here three days ago. Top chance having won an Aix-

les-Bains mounted contest prior.  

6. FLASH AND GO - Good 1.25L third at Saint-Galmier first up. Strong claims.  

7. GOLF PETTEVINIERE - Victorious by 7.5L at Hyeres earlier this month. Leading contender.  

8. FASCINANT - Runner-up when beaten 2.5L in a driven race here five days ago. One to note.  

9. GUAPA JULRY - Seventh in a driven race at La Clayette six days ago. More required.  

10. GENERAL DU RABUTIN - Placed third when beaten 4.5L in a driven race here 13 days ago. Switch 

to a mounted contest no issue.  

11. GORAZON - Fifth when beaten 5L in a driven event at Aix-les-Bains at the start of this month. 

Winner of a Vichy mounted race prior.  

12. FLASH LE FOL - Held 13L seventh in a driven race here five days ago. Successful on mounted 

debut at Feurs last month.  

13. FRAYA D'ORGE - Victorious by 0.25L in a driven race here five days ago. Not certain to replicate 

that effort switched to a driven race.  

14. GEEK DES CHARRONS - Runner-up at La Clayette six days ago. Claims in this race.  

Summary: GIRONDIN (5) can go one better than when 2.5L second in a driven race at this venue. 
GOLF PETTEVINIERE (7) could deliver a big effort following a 7.5L success at Hyeres. FLASH LE FOL 
(12) impressed when winning by 11L on mounted debut at Feurs. Can put two below par driven race 
efforts behind him to play a part in the finish. FLASH AND GO (6) is another to consider having chased 
home two subsequent winners when 1.25L third at Saint-Galmier. 

Selections 

GIRONDIN (5) - GOLF PETTEVINIERE (7) - FLASH LE FOL (12) - FLASH AND GO (6)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE MONTLUCON-NERIS LES BAINS -  2675m WALK-UP F14 HCP Harness. Purse 
EUR €15,000. 

1. HIRA LIVE - DQ all three starts to date. New shoeing combination tried.  

2. HYACINTHE DEFORGES - DQ all six previous starts. More required.  

3. HARMONY DE REYNALD - DQ at La Clayette 12 days ago. Others make more appeal.  

4. HELIZA COCO - DQ at La Clayette six days ago. Claims on 1.25L fifth here prior.  

5. HADORA DE DJOON - DQ on two of her last three starts including at Hyeres 13 days ago. Capable 

of better.  

6. HAIKA MAGIQUE - DQ at Saint-Omer 12 days ago. Others make more appeal.  

7. HARMONIE DU RUEL - Fair 6.25L sixth at this track three days ago. Step forward needed.  

8. HELLINE SERVINOISE - Held 8.25L seventh at this circuit a week ago. Others preferred.  

9. HYPER CLASS - DQ at Aix-les-Bains four weeks ago when racing first up. Improvement required.  

10. HERA DU CHASTANG - Good 0.5L fourth here first up. Leading contender.  

11. HISTORY AIMEF - Runner-up when beaten 4.5L here 17 days ago. Bold show expected.  

12. HAKOUNA DE L'AUNAY - Eighth at La Clayette six days ago. Claims on best form.  

13. HUGOLINE - Pads tried for the first time following a 67L eighth in an Aix-les-Bains mounted race at 

the start of this month.  

14. HULOTTE DE FORGES - Successful by 1L at La Chartre just under three weeks ago. Claims if 

replicating that effort.  

15. HASA DE BERTRANGE - DQ at Lyon-Parilly in June. Best watched.  

16. HOTLINE JAVANAISE - Fair 9L sixth at Aix-les-Bains 17 days ago. Improvement needed.  

17. HERA DE LA VALLEE - New shoeing combination tried having finished 33L 11th at Aix-les-Bains 

17 days ago. Others preferred.  

18. HALDANE - Good 5.5L fifth at Cagnes-sur-Mer a week ago. Of note in this race.  

Summary: HERA DU CHASTANG (10) can take this following a 0.5L fourth at this venue. HISTORY 
AIMEF (11) could play a part in the finish having been beaten 4.5L when runner-up at Aix-les-Bains. 
HAKOUNA DE L'AUNAY (12) is considered based on a 2L second at Aix-les-Bains on her penultimate 
start. HULOTTE DE FORGES (14) won by 1L at La Chartres and will be chasing a double. Shortlist. 

Selections 

HERA DU CHASTANG (10) - HISTORY AIMEF (11) - HAKOUNA DE L'AUNAY (12) - HULOTTE DE 
FORGES (14)  



Race 3 - PRIX PUNCHY -  2675m WALK-UP F14 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €15,000. 

1. HORIK DU TEMPS - Held 21L eighth at a minor track 16 days ago. Others preferred.  

2. HAMILTON D'ARC - DQ at this circuit a week ago. More needed.  

3. HIPPY PERRINE - DQ here two most recent starts. Improvement required.  

4. HARGUS DU HAMET - Held 23L ninth at this circuit ten days ago. Capable of better.  

5. HELL BOY DE VIETTE - 14 race maiden gets a new shoeing combination following three DQ at this 

venue.  

6. HIGHLAND MAN - DQ at this track three days ago. Looking for a first victory at the 13th time of 

asking.  

7. HELIXIR D'IBIZA - Races in pads for the first time following a 0.75L second here three weeks ago. 

Bold show expected.  

8. HOLD UP MESSI - DQ on two of his last three starts including here earlier this month. Minor role 

likely.  

9. HIEGO DE NEUVY - 23 race maiden finished 8L fourth at Carpentras 12 days ago. Likely to find a 

few too good.  

10. HANDY DE SOLOGNE - Fair 13L sixth at this circuit last week. Claims on his best form.  

11. HAPPY COGLAIS - Held 13L eighth at this track a week ago. Claims on his 2.5L second here prior.  

12. HEP DES ANDRAUX - Fair 7.25L fourth at Sault just under three weeks ago. Failed to score in 21 

previous starts.  

13. HARTIST GRIFF - 27 race maiden failed to shine when 45L eighth in a mounted race here three 

days ago.  

14. HONOR DAY - DQ on each of his last four starts. Claims on the form he showed prior.  

15. HADES JULRY - Victorious by 0.25L at Feurs on his penultimate start. Top chance despite a DQ at 

the same circuit at the start of last month.  

Summary: HADES JULRY (15) can break through for a success after a 0.25L success at Feurs on his 
penultimate start. HELIXIR D'IBIZA (7) enters calculations on the back of a 0.75L second at this track. 
HAPPY COGLAIS (11) could play a hand in the finish based on a 2.5L second at this venue two back. 
HONOR DAY (14) is a danger to all if maintaining stride having finished 4L fourth at Pont-de-Vivaux on 
his most recent completed outing. 

Selections 

HADES JULRY (15) - HELIXIR D'IBIZA (7) - HAPPY COGLAIS (11) - HONOR DAY (14)  



Race 4 - PRIX BELLINO II -  2050m MOBILE G75 AM Harness. Purse EUR €6,000. 

1. ELGINO - Dual winner this spell including by 6L at this track last week. Bold show expected.  

2. EMILE DU VAR - Good 1.25L second at this track five days ago. One to note.  

3. ESPOIR DES OMBRES - Fair 4L sixth at this track five days ago. Has won here in the past.  

4. ELORN - Held 19L ninth at this track 13 days ago. More needed.  

5. ELTON MAGIC - Good form of late including when 4.25L second here 13 days ago. Top chance.  

6. DEFI DU REYNARD - Winner of five of his last six races including by 1.25L at Cagnes-sur-Mer at the 

end of last month. Leading contender.  

7. EL RULI - Good 2.5L third here last week. Strong claims.  

Summary: Small field but plenty of chances. DEFI DU REYNARD (6) is looking for back to back victories 
after a 1.25L success at Cagnes-sur-Mer. This race suits. ELTON MAGIC (5) can play a part in the finish 
following a 4.25L second at this venue and can go one better. ELGINO (1) is shortlisted having won by 
6L at this circuit. On that win must be considered again. EL RULI (7) is another on the back of a 2.5L 
third at this course. Each way. 

Selections 

DEFI DU REYNARD (6) - ELTON MAGIC (5) - ELGINO (1) - EL RULI (7)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE L'OFFICE DU TOURISME DE DIVONNE- -  2675m WALK-UP C35 HCP Harness. 
Purse EUR €23,000. 

1. IMBASI RAINBOW - Good 0.75L second at this track ten days ago. Bold show expected.  

2. ISTRIA - DQ here three days ago. Capable of better.  

3. IRINA DE BAILLY - Debut winner finished 0.25L second here five days ago. Strong claims.  

4. IN THE GAME - DQ at this circuit five days ago. Earlier form gives him a chance.  

5. I LOVE IGNY - DQ at this track five days ago. More needed.  

6. INDIGO JULRY - Completed a double when winning by 0.75L at Lyon-Parilly in early April. Likely to 

improve for the race.  

7. IVANA DE BERTRANGE - Held 9L eighth at Enghien ten days ago. Others preferred.  

8. ICONE DES FORGES - Good 0.25L second at Vichy just under three weeks ago. Leading contender.  

9. IMPACT DE COLMINE - Unraced Oiseau de Feux gelding. Others hold more obvious claims.  

10. IMMINENCE - Good 0.75L second at Cagnes-sur-Mer earlier this month. Notable runner.  

11. IRVING DE BAILLY - Held 16L sixth at Enghien just under three weeks ago. Better expected on 

this occasion.  

12. INDRO PARK - DQ both starts this spell including late on at Cagnes-sur-Mer two weeks ago. Risky 

proposition at present.  

13. IVANKA DE JILME - New shoeing combination here following a DQ at Enghien just under five 

weeks ago. Top chance on earlier form.  

Summary: IVANKA DE JILME (13) can put a DQ at Enghien behind her to take this having finished 
0.25L second at Vichy prior. ICONE DES FORGES (8) has a winning opportunity on the back of a 0.25L 
second at the same track. IRINA DE BAILLY (3) could deliver a big effort if replicating recent 0.25L 
runner-up at this venue. IMBASI RAINBOW (1) is another to consider following a 0.75L second at this 
circuit. 

Selections 

IVANKA DE JILME (13) - ICONE DES FORGES (8) - IRINA DE BAILLY (3) - IMBASI RAINBOW (1)  



Race 6 - REST.DIV'CAFE DIVONNE - PX AIX LES BAINS -  2650m MOBILE E87 Harness. Purse 
EUR €19,000. 

1. GNOSCA DE PAUMAR - Held 10L seventh at Cagnes-sur-Mer two weeks ago. More needed.  

2. GIBSON DU DIGEON - Victorious by 1.25L at Cagnes-sur-Mer eight days ago. Bold show expected.  

3. EXO DES LOUANGES - Down the field 13L 11th at Vichy just under three weeks ago. Step forward 

needed.  

4. FALKO DE NOUVILLE - Held 13L seventh here just under two weeks ago. Others make more appeal.  

5. FARCEUR DE L'INAM - Victorious by 1.25L at this track five days ago. Notable contender.  

6. GRACE A TOI JILME - Fair 7L sixth at Vichy 20 days ago. Step forward needed.  

7. FAVARY - Successful by 1.25L at Cagnes-sur-Mer three weeks ago. Of note in this race.  

8. EVEREST DODVILLE - Winner of four of his last six starts including by 2.5L here three days ago. 

Leading contender.  

9. GITANA - Fifth when beaten 4L at Cagnes-sur-Mer four weeks ago. Poor wins/runs record.  

Summary: Plenty of last start winners in a competitive contest. EVEREST DODVILLE (8) can complete 
a quickfire double following a 2.5L victory at this circuit. GIBSON DU DIGEON (2) is shortlisted having 
won by 1.25L at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Capable of going back to back. FARCEUR DE L'INAM (5) could play 
a part in the finish having won by 1.25L at this venue. FAVARY (7) is considered on the back of a 1.25L 
triumph at Cagnes-sur-Mer. 

Selections 

EVEREST DODVILLE (8) - GIBSON DU DIGEON (2) - FARCEUR DE L'INAM (5) - FAVARY (7)  



Race 7 - PRIX ETS GINOT GEX -  2675m WALK-UP C134 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €25,000. 

1. GOLDEN SNOB - Fair 6.5L seventh at this track three days ago. More needed.  

2. GRAXO - Good 3L third at this circuit three days ago. Strong claims in a new shoeing combination.  

3. GOPTION MONTAVAL - Refused at this circuit just under two weeks ago. Others make more appeal.  

4. GRANIT PACO - Seventh when beaten 3L at Cagnes-sur-Mer earlier this month. One to note.  

5. GOLD DIGGER - Good 0.75L third at Cagnes-sur-Mer last month. Leading contender.  

6. GAWANI DU BOCAGE - Held 17L eighth at Vichy just under three weeks ago. Others make more 

appeal.  

7. GAGNANTE MESLOISE - Winner of two of her last three starts including by 0.75L at Enghien 15 

days ago. Top chance.  

8. GELINDA - Third when beaten 6.25L at Cagnes-sur-Mer at the start of this month. Bold show 

expected.  

Summary: GAGNANTE MESLOISE (7) can complete a double following a 0.75L victory at Enghien. 
GOLD DIGGER (5) is shortlisted on the back of a 0.75L third at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Can play a hand in 
the finish if replicating similar performance. GELINDA (8) is considered having finished 6.25L third at 
the same circuit. GRAXO (2) enters calculations based on a 3L third at this venue. 

Selections 

GAGNANTE MESLOISE (7) - GOLD DIGGER (5) - GELINDA (8) - GRAXO (2)  



Race 8 - GD PX DE TROTTING DIV. - PX J.BOILLEREAU -  2675m WALK-UP C400 HCP E Harness. 
Purse EUR €34,000. 

1. FUTUR DU CHENE - Good 2L fourth here five days ago. Notable contender.  

2. FLAMBEAU ROYAL - Held 12L ninth here five days ago. Others make more appeal.  

3. EDEN JULRY - Winner of four consecutive starts prior to a DQ at Aix-les-Bains 19 days ago. Leading 

contender.  

4. BLEVEN - Below par 12L tenth at Aix-les-Bains last month. Minor role likely.  

5. DELTA DU PORET - Third when beaten 1.75L at this venue five days ago. Strong claims.  

6. FLORINE DE VIETTE - Put a DQ behind her when 3.5L second at Aix-les-Bains just over a month 

ago. One to note.  

7. CAID DE CAPONET - 2.25L fifth at this circuit just under two weeks ago. Claims if building on that 

effort.  

8. ELAN BAROQUE - DQ at Cagnes-sur-Mer last month. Others preferred.  

9. DIXIT DANICA - Faded late on when 4L third in a mounted race at Enghien earlier this month. Notable 

runner.  

10. BERENICE DU LOISIR - Registered a third course win when victorious by 0.75L here 13 days ago. 

Of note in this race.  

11. DROP DES DURIEZ - Good 3.25L fourth at Vichy just under three weeks ago. Claims.  

12. BIG BOSS - Third when beaten 1.75L at this circuit 13 days ago. Noted in this event.  

13. BACHERRA DU MOULIN - DQ at this track just under two weeks ago. Claims on best form.  

Summary: EDEN JULRY (3) can put a DQ behind him and return to winning ways. Recorded four 
consecutive victories prior. DELTA DU PORET (5) is shortlisted on the back of a 1.75L third at this track. 
DIXIT DANICA (9) finds a winning opportunity following a 4L third in a mounted race at Enghien. 
FLORINE DE VIETTE (6) is considered based on a 3.5L second at Aix-les-Bains. 

Selections 

EDEN JULRY (3) - DELTA DU PORET (5) - DIXIT DANICA (9) - FLORINE DE VIETTE (6) 

  

 


